29th Annual MPLP Fundraising Dinner Sponsorship Levels

$10,000
✓ Two seats at head table with guest speaker
✓ Table of Eight
✓ Six invitations to sponsor reception with guest speaker
✓ Photo opportunity with speaker
✓ Recognition at MPLP fundraising events
✓ Recognition in program booklet
✓ Listing on sponsorship recognition poster
✓ Verbal recognition from stage
✓ Table sign

$5,000
✓ Table of Eight
✓ Four invitations to sponsor reception with guest speaker
✓ Photo opportunity with speaker
✓ Recognition at MPLP fundraising events
✓ Recognition in program booklet
✓ Listing on sponsorship recognition poster
✓ Verbal recognition from stage
✓ Table sign

$2,500
✓ Table of Eight
✓ Two invitations to sponsor reception with guest speaker
✓ Photo opportunity with speaker
✓ Recognition at MPLP fundraising events
✓ Recognition in program booklet
✓ Listing on sponsorship recognition poster
✓ Verbal recognition from stage
✓ Table sign

$1,500
✓ Table of Eight
✓ Recognition at MPLP fundraising events
✓ Recognition in program booklet
✓ Listing on sponsorship recognition poster
✓ Table sign

$150 Individual Dinner Ticket